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Dear Chairman Bloch:

First of all, I would like to report a change in my address and telephone
number which is given above. Would all parties please change my address on
the Service List.

The remaining part of this letter will consist of my notes on the conference
call that was placed on July 13, 1982. Participa:Ing in this conference,
were Chairman Bloch, and I assume the other members of the panel, Mr. Silberg;
Mr. Vogler; Ms. Hiatt and the undersigned. The purpose of the call was to
discuss the Motion filed by Applicant to Dismiss Sunflower's Motion to
Compel Discovery. Af ter discussion, Judge Bloch denied this Motion. Judge
Bloch then established the following standards for future Motions to Compel: -

|1) 4.he regulatory ten day, period to file the Motion;
i

2) an automatic five day extension of the above period; '

3) an additional five day extension with consent of the parties
involved; x.

4) any additional time to file the Motion can then be granted
only by the Board.

Mr. Silberg was granted two weeks frota July 13, 1982 to file a response to
Sunflower's Motion to Compel. Staf f was granted five days af ter that to
file a response.

The parties were then directed by the Board to begin negotiations on the
'

following matters:
1) a deadline on discovery;
2) a deadline on discovery on newly adcitted contentions;
3) proposed dates for the hearings;
4) proposed deadlines for filing proposed findings of f act.

Judge Bloch suggested that proposed findings of f act should present reaso'ned
findings that comment on the f acts from the standpoint of the law and
regulations. Parties are permitted to present alternative lines of reasoning.
The conference was then concluded.
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